
 

Data Compression 
 
Data compression reduces the storage size of files. We can split compression into two broad 
categories -  
 
Lossless compression - this reduces the file size without losing any data at all. The original 
file can be restored perfectly. 
Lossy compression - reduces the file size by deleting some of the data. The original file 
can never be perfectly restored, the change is irreversible. Hopefully, however, the data lost 
will not be too important. 
 
Question 1 - Why is lossy compression not an appropriate approach to compressing a text 
file? 
 
There are many different approaches and algorithms used to perform compression. GIF and 
PNG are examples of lossless compression applied to images, whilst FLAC is a lossless 
compression used on music. JPG is a lossy compression often used on photographs, whilst 
MP3 is lossy compression for music. 
 
A common approach to lossless compression is called Run Length Encoding. This reduces 
file size by looking for redundancy and removing it. If something is redundant it means it is 
not necessary. Run Length Encoding will often look for repeated pieces of data, and save 
them only once alongside how many times they need to appear.  For instance: 
 

AAAAAAAAABBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCDDDD 
 
Could be stored as: 
 

9A5B10C4D 
 

which clearly takes up less space.  
 
A repeating string of items is called a run, and after compression it is represented by just two 
bites - the first contains the representation of the piece of data, and the second how many 
times it occurs. 
 
In the above example the original data, 
 

AAAAAAAAABBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCDDDD 
 
would take up 29 bytes, one byte per character, whilst the compressed version 

 
9A5B10C4D 
 

would take up 4 bytes. 



 
 
Run Length Encoding works better on some types of data than on others. For instance, text 
does not lend itself well to run length, as we rarely see repeated letters. However, diagrams 
and cartoon images often have a large number of pixels of the same colour next to each 
other, and therefore their file size can be reduced through a Run Length algorithm. This is 
how GIF files reduce the size of images. GIFs are, however, much less effective on 
photographs. 
 
Question 2 - Why is the GIF approach of Run Length Encoding not effective on 
photographs? 
 
Question 3 - Convert the following string of data using a run-length encoding algorithm. 

eeeeedddddddddDDDDDffffhhhaaaaaaaaaaappppp 
 
Question 4 - If one byte is used to encode each character, state the size of the data before 
and after RLE compression in the above example. 

The need for compression 
Across the internet, billions of images, videos, audio files and programs are uploaded and 
downloaded each day. Good use of compression will vastly reduce network traffic, and the 
amount of time people spend waiting for their files to download and upload. Likewise, 
storage space is often restricted - particularly on mobile devices - and better compression 
means we can store more data and take more data with us.  
 
The main advantages of good compression are - 

● Less storage space is needed 
● Files will download or upload more quickly 
● Less bandwidth is used when uploading and downloading files (which may save 

money if using a metered connection, e.g. on a phone) 
● Audio and video files are more likely to be streamable if their size is small 

 
Question 5 - The increase in mobile computing has increased the need for good 
compression. Why is this? 
 
 


